Concept drift represents that the underlying data generating distribution changes over time and it is a common phenomenon in a stream of data sets. In particular, concept drift entails the change of the input-output dependency so that it makes predictive learning harder compared to ordinary static learning circumstances. Various learning algorithms have been proposed to tackle the concept drift inherent in data stream and ensemble methods have been verified as a best approach for learning a drifting concept in many cases. Here, we propose an ensemble method which utilizes constrained penalized regression as a combiner to track a drifting concept in a classification setting. We develop an efficient optimization algorithm to implement the proposed method and present numerical results verifying the promising aspects of the suggested method for a concept drift learning in changing environments.
Introduction
We introduce a constrained penalized regression aggregation approach in a classification setting. Let be a sequence of data batches, each consisting of input-output pairs. Suppose that observations in are random samples from unknown distribution , is a predictor vector and is an indicator to binary response. The objective of learning is to construct a predictive model for future instances based on the batches . Note that the underlying distribution of generating data can be different, which in turn the relationship between the response and predictors can change over time. For prediction we obtain a training set from the outputs of base models and the most recent data batch that best reflects the target concept to be tracked. For each , we denote the outputs of base models by , where represents a leave one out estimate of which circumvents an overfitting problem in . Using , we construct the final predictive model which is of the form where is the weight vector with and . Hence, the objective of a model ensemble approach is to optimally determine the weight values of the experts using . In order to estimate the weight vector , we construct the design matrix and the response vector: (1) We note that if there exists no or gradual concept drift in data stream, the outputs would be similar across batches, which in turn causes correlations among the columns of the design matrix in (1) . If there exist abrupt changes or recurring events, some outputs would not contribute to predicting the future instance, and thus selection of base models would improve performance.
Methodology
As a model combining approach for a regression problem ( ), [2] apply the following constrained penalized regression combiner to track drifting concepts:
where with , is a matrix with its row for where , is a tuning parameter, and , i.e., the output of the base learner for the instance . Note that if , it corresponds to a weighted average type combiner, and if with no constraint on , it corresponds to the ordinary least squares regression combiner. Also, if and , the identity matrix, then in (2) becomes [1] .
In the coming subsection, we introduce the algorithm that solves the objective function.
Optimization algorithm
In [2] , the authors presented an optimization algorithm to minimize the objective function in (2) when and 2. Here, we briefly describe the optimization algorithm and explain how to apply the algorithm to the case of classification.
Let be a convex loss function, and be the positive convex cone. Without the constraints of positivity and sum-to-one, the objective function in (2) can be efficiently solved by the entire solution path algorithms ( [3] [4] ). However, the positive cone constraint poses a computational difficulty. This can be resolved by the optimization algorithm proposed in [2] , which consists of two routines of outer and inner routine. While the outer routine adopts the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm ( [5] ), the inner routine consists of proximal gradient methods with some positive cone constraint. Note that the following problem is equivalent to
with . Writing the optimization problem in (3) as an augmented Lagrangian function with parameters and , we have the following objective function for some positive , (4) where is the Lagrangian parameter and is the positive augmented penalty. This problem (4) can be solved by ADMM ( [5] ) whose updating procedure is as follows.
For , 1. Primal update:
2. Dual update:
3. Lagrangian multiplier update: For the primal update procedure, we can apply the proximal gradient method [6] . Let be the objective function in the primal update and represent and as its gradient and hessian matrix, respectively.
Define the linearization of at is as then holds when is the maximum eigenvalue of the second derivative hessian matrix . Given the current solution , we minimize instead of and iterate the minimization process until convergence. The minimization problem is also translated into the proximal gradient problem such as (5) where . The problem in Dual update is additive elementwise along with . That is, where
This can be solved by quadratic programming or by one dimensional optimization analytically. When , we can derive the following analytical closed form and when , Because we are interested in a classification problem with , an appropriate negative likelihood function is considered instead of the squared error loss function in (2) . It leads us to substitute the negative likelihood function , gradient , hessian of the likelihood function and the gradient in primal update into the algorithm:
where . The step size is chosen as the maximum eigenvalue of Finally, we can estimate the probability of the event as
In the following numerical studies, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method and compare the results with some well-known approaches.
Simulation Studies
The proposed method in (2) with will be referred to as "MC.Lasso1+" indicating Model Combining via general Lasso regression with constraints of sum-to-and nonnegativity (+). Similarly, "MC.Ridge1+" and "MC.Lse1+" are named to the case of and respectively as in [1] . We conducted simulation studies with two famous binary classification problems under concept drift by comparing four model combining algorithms including the proposed methods (MC.Lasso1+ with and MC.Ridge1+ with ), regression combiner (MC.Lse1+) used in [1] , and the model combining via accuracy-based weighted average presented in [7] which we denote as MC.WAvg.
Moving hyperplane
One artificial streaming data set used is the so called moving hyperplane data, which was often analyzed in order to compare learning algorithms for drifting concepts ([1], [7] [8] [9] ). We reconstructed the simulation settings in the same way in [1] . We generated 30 data batches, each containing 100 examples generated independently from Uniform and assigned the class label according to the 10-dimensional hyperplane , i.e., if , and otherwise. Also, we balanced the class distribution dividing the unit hypercube into two parts of the same volume by letting . In addition, we incorporated the concept drift between data batches by changing the magnitude of coefficients of the hyperplane with the initial value of . To be more specific, gradual concept drifts are materialized by randomly adding or subtracting a small value of , say 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, from each component of the in the previous step, while abrupt concept drifts are substantiated with at some data batches. Besides, some label noises are inserted by switching the class labels for the randomly selected 10% or 20% examples in each data batch. The prediction accuracy is also compared from the test data sets, each containing 1000 examples with no noise. As for base learners we use a logistic regression model which is constructed independently from each data batch utilizing 10-fold CV. The probabilistic outputs of base models are used to train the regression combiners. Fig 1 displays the performance of the combiners in various cases of concept drift when the ensemble size is 20 batches. The accuracy in the plots is the averaged value of 20 test accuracies from 20 repeated simulations. In the case of no concept drift, it can be seen that MC.WAvg and MC.Ridge1+ perform the best, MC.Lasso1+ follows next, and the last is MC.Lse1+. Fig 1(b) -(d) display the results in the case of gradual concept drift with increasing degrees from to 0.3. MC.Ridge1+ and MC.WAvg can adapt to the gradual concept drift effectively. MC.Lasso1+ is next and followed by MC.Lse1+. An interesting observation can be found that the MC.Lse1+ gets improved to the similar performance as MC.Lasso1+ when the degree of change gets larger. Fig 1(e) shows that the MC.Ridge1+ can recover from the abrupt drift very quickly. MC.WAvg recovers relatively slow and climbs back to the same accuracy as MC.Ridge1+ after some batches. In addition, we also note that the MC.Lasso1+ can recover from the sudden change. Fig 1(f) -(h) demonstrate the results that the MC.WAvg and MC.Ridge1+ perform similarly when there are both abrupt and gradual concept drift. In overall, the MC.Ridge1+ performs the best and MC.WAvg also shows close performance. MC.Lasso1+ has the property that it can recover quickly from the abrupt drift. 
SEA
This synthetic data set was analyzed by many researchers for the study of concept drift learning algorithms ([1], [10] [11] ). We also follow the simulation setting used in [1] . Three explanatory variables , , and are generated from Uniform independently and the response variable is determined in a way that if , and otherwise. We simulated the concept drift by adjusting the value of . For each value we constructed 25 data batches, each containing 500 examples. Therefore, three concept changes occur at every 25 data batch. All data batches have some noisy examples by 10%. We utilized the decision tree as a base learner and the probabilistic outputs of the base models are used to train the regression combiners. The prediction accuracy is compared using the test data sets generated independently from each concept without noises. Two values for the ensemble size are considered to verify the effects of different sizes on the accuracy. Fig 2 displays that MC.Lasso1+ and MC.Ridge1+ own the exceptional property that they recover the prediction accuracy very quickly after sudden drops at the concept drift points and keep their accuracy better than those of the average type method MC.WAvg and regression-type method MC.Lse1+. MC.Lasso1+ and MC.Ridge1+ show fast adaptivity to different ensemble sizes (Fig 2(a) and 2(b) ), but the average-type combiner (MC.WAvg) is ineffective especially for the large ensemble size since the accuracy recovers slowly in Fig 2(b) . 
Real data
In this subsection we analyze three real data sets (Stagger [11] , Spam [12] , Electricity [13] [14] ) using the same models. Since the simulation settings are the same as [1] , we describe only the simulation results for the sake of brevity and refer to [1] for more details about the data sets and the simulation settings. We adopted the decision trees as the base learners since the data contain many categorical variables.
In Fig 3, MC.Ridge1+ shows excellent performance in dealing with the concept drift. For the STAGGER data in Fig 3(a) , MC.Lasso1+ shows the same performance as the best method MC.Ridge1+ since both can recover from the abrupt change very quickly. The average-type method MC.WAvg can compete for the best performer when there is no concept drift, but the performance becomes worse when the abrupt change appears. For the SPAM data in Fig 3(b) , MC.Ridge1+ outperforms the other methods. For the electricity data in Fig 3(c) , MC.Ridge1+ has the best performance and MC.WAvg almost perform identically.
In summary, MC.Ridge1+ shows that it can adapt to different types of concept drifts and accurately predict the future instance in a classification setting. MC.Lasso1+ also demonstrates that it is able to perform as well as MC.Ridge1+ when abrupt changes occur in data stream. 
Conclusion
Concept drift learning in data streams can be dealt efficiently with ensemble methods. We presented an ensemble approach for a classification problem utilizing constrained penalized regression as a base model combiner. We also developed an efficient optimization algorithm to implement the proposed method. The numerical results showed that the proposed methods based on Lasso and Ridge are promising in concept drift learning regardless of the type of concept drift.
